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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

1. CLAIMANT time chartered the Vessel from Shipowner on 15 February 2016. Subsequently 

CLAIMANT as the disponent owner voyage chartered the Vessel to RESPONDENT I for the 

carriage of 80,000 mt 10% MOLOO Australian Steam Coal pursuant to the Voyage Charterparty.  

RESPONDENT I sub-voyage chartered the vessel to RESPONDENT II. 

2. The Master issued the B/L dated 4 October 2016 consigned “To order” which on the reverse of the 

B/L incorporates all “terms and conditions, liberties and exceptions of “the Charter Party, dated as 

overleaf”. The B/L refers on its face to “Freight payable as per charterparty dated” but no 

charterparty has been identified. 

3. CLAIMANT issued Invoice No. 1002/2016 to Inferno on 4 October 2016 for a sum of 

USD771,120.48 due under the Voyage Charterparty on the basis Shang Hai would be the discharge 

port. 

4. CLAIMANT demanded RESPONDENT I to pay the freight and nominate a discharge port and 

RESPONDENT I nominated Busan on 16 October 2016 but this nomination was refused by 

CLAIMANT.  Freight has not been paid duly to CLAIMANT. 

5. Therefore, a lien was exercised by CLAIMANT over the cargo on board and the sub-freights under 

the Voyage Charterparty on 20 October 2016. Subsequently, nomination of Ningbo was made on 21 

October 2016. 

6. CLAIMANT terminated the Voyage Charterparty on 22 October 2016. 

7. On the 25 November 2016, CLAIMANT sent notice of arbitration to RESPONDENTS and the two 

arbitrations were consolidated forth with into one arbitration proceeding on 1 December 2016. 

ARGUMENTS ON JURISDICTION 

I. JURISDICTION ON THE DISPUTE BETWEEN CLAIMANT AND RESPONDENT I  

A. The Tribunal has jurisdiction to determine CLAIMANT’s pleadings for damages arising 

from the breach of contract 
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1. According to the doctrine of competence-competence, the Tribunal has power to determine its own 

jurisdiction
1
 with its own interpretation of the arbitration agreement

2
 signed between CLAIMANT 

and RESPONDENT I in compliance with the applicable law stated therein.
3
 Both parties agreed on 

the law of Singapore as the governing law of Voyage Charterparty, dated 1 September 2016, and 

any dispute arising out of or in connection therewith.
4
 

2. According to Singapore International Arbitration Act (IAA) Section 5.1, this Act shall apply only to 

international arbitration which, pursuant to IAA Section 5.2.a, exists if at least one of the parties to 

such arbitration agreement at the time of the conclusion of the agreement has its place of business in 

any State other than Singapore. CLAIMANT’s place of business is in Singapore and 

RESPONDENT I’s place of business is in Malaysia.
5
 Therefore IAA shall apply to this dispute. 

3. According to IAA Section 3, UNCITRAL Model Law, with the exception of Chapter VIII related to 

recognition and enforcement of award, has the force of law in Singapore. Unless otherwise agreed 

by the parties and unless the arbitral tribunal considers it inappropriate to allow such amendment 

having regard to the delay in making it, either party may amend or supplement its claim or defence 

during the course of the arbitral proceedings.
6
 Parties to the Voyage Charterparty did not prohibit 

the expansion of claims in regard to Article 23.2 of the Model Law. Thus CLAIMANT is entitled to 

amend or supplement its claims during the course of the arbitral proceedings.  

4. The Tribunal shall decide the dispute in accordance with such rules of law as are chosen by the 

parties as applicable to the substance of the dispute.
7
 Any designation of law or legal system of a 

given State shall be construed, unless otherwise expressed, as directly referring to the substantive 

                                                 
1
 International Arbitration Act (Chapter 143A), s 3; UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, 

Article 16(1); International Arbitration Act (Chapter 143A), s.16. 
2
 Record p.23, 25, 32. 

3
 International Commercial Arbitration 1405-6; Paper Products Pty Limited v Tomlinsons (Rochdale) Ltd &Ors (1993) 

43 FCR 439, 444 (French J). 
4
 Record p.23. 

5
 Record p.77. 

6
 UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, Article 23(2). 

7
 UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, Article 28. 
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law of that State and not to its conflict of laws rules.
8
 Therefore clause 29 of Voyage Charterparty 

shall be read as referring only to substantive law and not to the conflict of laws rules of Singapore. 

5. Parties of Voyage Charterparty entered into an arbitration agreement in the form of an arbitration 

clause.
9
 The exchange of mails as fixture recap

10
, dated 1 September 2016, between CLAIMANT 

and RESPONDENT I is within the scope of IAA Section 2A.10 referring the meaning of electronic 

communication. In addition to that, the written form requirement is satisfied in accordance with 

IAA Section 2A.5 with the medium of electronic communication. Therefore, the arbitration 

agreement between the parties is a valid one.  

6. Place of arbitration is not stated in the fixture recap concluded between CLAIMANT and 

RESPONDENT I. According to Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration Rules Rule 22.1, 

unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the juridical seat of arbitration shall be Singapore. Where the 

seat of the arbitration is Singapore, the law of the arbitration under these Rules shall be Singapore 

law. Thus the place of arbitration is Singapore and the law that governs the arbitration procedure is 

the law of Singapore including IAA and the Model Law. 

7. According to clause 29 of Voyage Charterparty
11

 Singapore law is the governing law of the contract 

and any dispute arising out of or in connection with Voyage Charterparty shall be referred to 

arbitration. Even though parties did not specify the place of arbitration, with agreement on 

application of SCMA Rules to procedure of arbitration the place of arbitration is Singapore by 

default. 

8. For the above reasons, the Tribunal has jurisdiction to determine CLAIMANT’s pleading for 

damages arising from breach of contract.  

 

 

                                                 
8
 UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, Article 28(1). 

9
 International Arbitration Act (Chapter 143A), s.2A. 

10
 Record p.20, 21, 22, 23. 

11
 Record p.23. 
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B. The Tribunal has jurisdiction and power to grant liberty to CLAIMANT to sell the cargo 

on board 

9. The Tribunal shall have power to make any order or direction to any party for the preservation, 

interim custody or sale of any property which is or forms a part of the subject-matter of the 

dispute.
12

 

II. FURNACE TRADING PTE LTD v. IDONCARE BENJAYA UTAMA PTY LTD 

A. The Tribunal has jurisdiction to determine CLAIMANT’s pleading and RESPONDENT 

II’s defence 

10. According to the doctrine of competence-competence, the Tribunal has power to determine its own 

jurisdiction
13

 with its own interpretation of the arbitration agreement between CLAIMANT and 

RESPONDENT II. 

11. IAA shall apply only to international arbitration which, pursuant to IAA Section 5.2.a, exists if at 

least one of the parties to such arbitration agreement at the time of the conclusion of the agreement 

has its place of business in any State other than Singapore. CLAIMANT’s place of business is in 

Singapore and RESPONDENT II’s place of business is in Australia.
14

 Therefore, IAA shall apply to 

this dispute. 

12. The reference in a B/L to a charterparty or other document containing an arbitration clause shall 

constitute an arbitration agreement in writing if the reference is such as to make that clause part of 

the B/L.
15

 Clause 29
16

 of Voyage Charterparty is incorporated in the B/L, dated 4 October 2016, by 

way of clause 1
17

 and with the expression ‘freight payable as per charter party’.
18

 For these reasons 

the arbitration agreement between CLAIMANT and RESPONDENT II is a valid one under the 

rules of IAA and the applicable law is the law of Singapore. 

                                                 
12

 International Arbitration Act (Chapter 143A), s. 12.1.d. 
13

 UNCITRAL Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration, Article 16(1); International Arbitration Act 

(Chapter 143A), s.16. 
14

 Record p.71. 
15

 International Arbitration Act (Chapter 143A), s. 2A.8. 
16

 Record p.23. 
17

 Record p.42. 
18

 Record p.41. 
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13. Even if the arbitration clause of Voyage Charterparty shall not apply to the relationship between 

CLAIMANT and RESPONDENT II, where in any arbitral or legal proceedings a party asserts the 

existence of an arbitration agreement in a pleading, statement of case or any other document in 

circumstances in which the assertion calls for a reply and the assertion is not denied, there shall be 

deemed to be an effective arbitration agreement as between the parties to the proceedings.
19

 

RESPONDENT II did not challenge the jurisdiction of the Tribunal and answered the notice of 

arbitration.
20

 Therefore the Tribunal has the jurisdiction to determine CLAIMANT’s pleading and 

RESPONDENT II’s defence.  

14. If the Tribunal is of the opinion that the arbitration agreement between CLAIMANT and 

RESPONDENT II constituted by the incorporation
21

 of the arbitration clause
22

 set forth in Voyage 

Charterparty is not a valid one, the law applicable to the dispute would have to be determined. 

Foreign law is regarded as a fact which needs to be proved under the common law. As a rule of 

convenience, in the absence of proof of foreign law,
23

 Singapore law will apply by default.
24

 

RESPONDENT II did not set forth any foreign law that should apply to this dispute. Therefore the 

applicable law shall be the law of Singapore. 

15. In any case, where the applicable law is not designated by the parties, the Tribunal shall determine 

the applicable law by conflict of laws rules which the Tribunal deems applicable pursuant to the 

Rule 21 of SCMA Rules and Article and Article 28.2 of the Model Law. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
19

International Arbitration Act (Chapter 143A), s.2A.6. 
20

 Record p.83. 
21

 Record p.42. 
22

 Record p.23, 25, 32. 
23

 Pacific Recreation Pte Ltd v S Y Technology Inc [2008] 2 SLR 491. 
24

 D’Oz International Pte Ltd v PSB Corp Ltd [2010] 3 SLR 262. 
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ARGUMENTS ON MERITS 

I. RESPONDENT I OWES FREIGHT UNDER CHARTERPARTY I 

16. RESPONDENT I is under the obligation to pay freight to CLAIMANT according to Voyage 

Charterparty.
25

 If not otherwise agreed, in order to earn freight, owner or disponent owner must 

carry the cargo to the destination provided in the charterparty and be ready to deliver it there.
26

 

Voyage Charterparty provides that the freight is payable in advance and must be paid within five 

banking days after completion of loading and signing/releasing B/Ls, but in any case, before 

breaking bulk (BBB).
27

 This connotes that for the freight to be earned, the cargo did not have to be 

delivered at the discharge port. B/Ls were signed on 4 October 2016,
28

 therefore, full freight was 

due on 9 October 2016.   

17. RESPONDENT I accordingly failed to pay freight (A), and therefore, is in repudiatory breach of 

the Charterparty as a result of which CLAIMANT is entitled to terminate it (B). Termination shall 

not prevent CLAIMANT from being entitled to full freight (C).  

18. The total amount of freight is to be determined according to the port nominated by RESPONDENT 

I.
29

 According to the invoice, dated 4 October 2016, the freight earned is USD771,120.48.
30

 

19. If the charterer by its own fault, such as failure to nominate a valid discharge port, prevents 

shipowner/disponent owner to deliver the cargo to the destination provided,
31

 its conduct amounts 

to a waiver of the obligation to complete the voyage.
32

 RESPONDENT I, by not nominating a valid 

discharge port,
33

 prevented CLAIMANT from delivering the cargo to the destination provided. 

                                                 
25

 Record p.22; cl.19. 
26

 Dakin v. Oxley (1864) 15 C.B. (N.S.) 646, per Willes J. at p.664-665. 
27

 Record p.22. BBB as before breaking bulk refers to freight payments that must be received before the discharging of 

a vessel starts. 
28

 Record p.41,43,45. 
29

 Record p.22. 
30

 Record p.49. 
31

 Akt.Olivebank v. Dansk SvovlsyreFabrik (The Springbank) [1919] 2 K.B. 162. 
32

 Cargo ex Galam [1863] 2 Moo. P.C.(N.S.); The Soblomsten [1886] L.R. 1 A. & E. 293. 
33

 Memorandum for Claimant, para.23-30. 
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Therefore, the non-delivery of cargo would be due to the fault of RESPONDENT I and 

CLAIMANT would nevertheless be entitled to freight. 

A. RESPONDENT I failed to pay freight 

20. RESPONDENT I failed to pay freight alleging that their charterers had not yet paid freight to 

them.
34

 Although Voyage Charterparty allows RESPONDENT I to sub-charter the vessel, “the 

Charterers shall always remain responsible for the due fulfilment of all the terms and conditions of 

this Charter Party.”
35

 What has been claimed by RESPONDENT I shall therefore not constitute a 

valid excuse for not paying the freight. Moreover, CLAIMANT requested RESPONDENT I to pay 

freight and nominate a valid discharge port until 1200H LT on 20 October 2016, and provided that 

it would otherwise terminate Voyage Charterparty.
36

 RESPONDENT I in its e-mail dated 21 

October 2016,
37

 undoubtedly stated that it cannot pay freight until the discharge of the cargo. Thus, 

RESPONDENT I acknowledged that it should have paid earlier, yet that it has failed to do so.  

B. RESPONDENT I's failure to pay freight and nominate a discharge port gives the 

CLAIMANT the right to terminate Voyage Charterparty 

21. RESPONDENT I failed to pay freight; therefore, is in repudiatory breach of Voyage Charterparty. 

A breach that can be considered as a repudiatory breach is the guilty party’s breach of a condition 

term.
38

 A condition term, is a term which goes to the root of the contract.
39

 To categorize a term as a 

condition term, the intention of the parties and construction of the charterparty must be examined.
40

 

Paying freight in a voyage charter party can be deemed as the main obligation of the charterer 

considering the commercial background of voyage charterparties. Also, RESPONDENT I’s failure 

to nominate a discharge port
41

 gives CLAIMANT the right to terminate Voyage Charterparty, if the 

delay goes to the root of the contract and charterers repudiate Voyage Charterparty. Since these 

                                                 
34

 Record p.62. 
35

 Record p.26. cl.4. 
36

 Record p.64, Memorandum for Claimant, para.21. 
37

 Record p. 68. 
38

 RDC Concrete Pte Ltd v Sato Kogyo (S) Pte Ltd and another appeal [2007] 4 SLR(R) 413. 
39

 Poussard v Spiers[1876] 1 QBD 410; RDC Concrete Pte Ltd v Sato Kogyo (S) Pte Ltd and another appeal [2007] 4 

SLR(R) 413. 
40

 RDC Concrete Pte Ltd v Sato Kogyo (S) Pte Ltd and another appeal [2007] 4 SLR(R) 413. 
41

 Memorandum for Claimant, para.23-30. 
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conditions exist in the present case,
42

 RESPONDENT I’s failure to pay freight and to nominate the 

discharge port, gives CLAIMANT the right to terminate the Charterparty.
43

 CLAIMANT used its 

right to terminate the Charterparty based on common law repudiatory breach given that a 

termination clause does not exist in Voyage Charterparty. On the ground that no requirements exist 

for the notice to be valid
44

 the notice sent to RESPONDENT I requiring it to fulfill its obligations 

until 20 October 2016
45

 shall constitute a valid notice. 

C. Even though Voyage Charterparty is terminated, CLAIMANT would nevertheless be 

entitled to freight 

22. Voyage Charterparty is terminated lawfully by CLAIMANT. Even though Voyage Charterparty is 

terminated, the amounts due before termination can be demanded on a contractual basis.
46

 As 

explained above,
47

 freight is earned before the termination, thus can be demanded from 

RESPONDENT I. 

II. RESPONDENT I FAILED ITS OBLIGATION TO NOMINATE A VALID DISCHARGE 

PORT 

23. RESPONDENT I failed to nominate a valid discharge port in accordance with the Charterparty (A). 

Busan was not in the accepted range of ports which can be nominated (B) and was in any case not a 

safe port (C), accordingly the Busan nomination is invalid. The Ningbo nomination made by 

RESPONDENT I as to Ningbo is also invalid, due to it not being made on time (D). Thus, 

RESPONDENT I failed to nominate a safe and valid port. 

A. RESPONDENT I failed to nominate a valid discharge port 

                                                 
42

 Memorandum for Claimant, para.3. 
43

 Scrutton on Charterparties, p.84; "If the promisor breaks a condition in any respect, however slight (Unless no doubt 

the breach is so slight as to be de minimis) the other party can if he wishes, by intimation to the party in breach, elect to 

be released from performance of his further obligation under the contract, claiming damages for any loss he has 

suffered." 
44

 Vinergy International (PVT) Limited v Richmond Mercantile Limited FZC [2016] EWHC 525 (Comm). 
45

 Record p.64. 
46

 Voyage Charters 1.139. 
47

 Memorandum for Claimant, para.16. 
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24. RESPONDENT I has the obligation to nominate a safe port safe berth according to cl.16 of Voyage 

Charterparty.
48

 In the same clause, RESPONDENT I has the obligation to declare the discharge port 

when the vessel passes Singapore for bunkering.
49

 The vessel arrived in Singapore on 10 October 

2016 15.15 LT for bunkering. Starting from that day CLAIMANT requested RESPONDENT I to 

nominate the discharge port persistently but RESPONDENT I failed to do so, claiming that it 

cannot due to their sub-charterers failure to nominate.
50

 Although the Charterparty allows 

RESPONDENT I to sub-charter the vessel, “the Charterers shall always remain responsible for the 

due fulfilment of all the terms and conditions of this Charter Party”.
51

 Therefore, their sub-

charterer’s failure to nominate the port on time cannot be an excuse for RESPONDENT I for not 

fulfilling its obligations.  

B. RESPONDENT I has the obligation to select one of the ports that are listed in cl.16; for 

that reason, Busan was not a valid nomination 

25. RESPONDENT I has the obligation to nominate one of the safe ports as discharge port which are 

listed in the fixture recap.
52

 The owner is entitled to refuse an invalid nomination.
53

 Due to Busan’s 

not being on the list, it is an invalid nomination and CLAIMANT is entitled to refuse it. 

RESPONDENT I was well aware of Busan’s not being a valid nomination
54

 and still requested to 

nominate Busan due to the congestion in listed ports.
55

 

26. Congestion is only a temporary obstacle which would not cause these ports to become unsafe unless 

the object of the charter is frustrated.
56

 In the present case, RESPONDENT I’s not nominating one 

of the discharge ports listed due to congestion is unlawful given that a few days of delay is 

                                                 
48

 Record p.22. Fixture Recap Cl16. 
49

 Record p.22. 
50

 Record p.62. 
51

 Record p.27. Cl (4). 
52

 Record p.21. 
53

 Motor Oil Hellas (Corinth) Refineries v. Shipping Corp. of India (The Kanchenjunga)  [1990] 1 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 

391. 
54

 Record p.59. E-mail of Eric Yan, to Gordon Grill. 
55

 Record p.57. 
56

 Unitramp v. Garnac Grain Co. (The Hermine) [1979] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 212. 

https://www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/xref.htm?citation_dest=LLR:1990010391
https://www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/xref.htm?citation_dest=LLR:1990010391
https://www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/xref.htm?citation_dest=LLR:1979010212
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reasonable in commercial life and it would not frustrate the object of the charter. Therefore, its 

nomination of another port other than the listed ones due to congestion is invalid. 

C. Even if RESPONDENT I could nominate a port other than listed ones, Busan is not a safe 

port 

27. Without prejudice to our previous arguments, even if it could be argued that for some reason 

RESPONDENT I could nominate any port beside the listed ones, Busan cannot be nominated, 

because it is not a safe port.  

28. The safe port warranty is expressly stated in the Voyage Charterparty.
57

 This warranty must be 

understood as “A port will not be safe unless, in the relevant period of time, the particular ship can 

reach it, use it and return from it without, in the absence of some abnormal occurrence, being 

exposed to danger which cannot be avoided by good navigation and seamanship.”
58

 The master is 

expected to show ordinary care, skill and seamanship to avoid the danger, if the danger can only be 

avoided by high care, skill and seamanship, the port would still be unsafe.
59

 

29. In the present case, there were zombies coming from Seoul to Busan on board a train.
60

 This kind of 

danger cannot be avoided by good navigation and seamanship. Master and crew are not expected to 

risk their lives to discharge the cargo. This means that Busan cannot be considered as a safe port. 

According to Charterparty cl.18, the shipowner/disponent owner shall not continue the voyage if the 

master, crew or the cargo on board would be exposed to War Risks.
61

 The zombie outbreak can fall 

into the scope of hostility which is considered as a War Risk, therefore, CLAIMANT is entitled to 

demand another nomination from RESPONDENT I. 

 

 

                                                 
57

 Record p.21. Cl.16. 
58

 Gard Marine & Energy Ltd v. China National Chartering Co. Ltd (The Ocean Victory) [2013] EWHC 2199, paras 

93-101. 
59

 Kristiandsands Tankrederi A/S v. Standard Tankers (Bahamas) Ltd (The Polyglory) [1977] 2 Lloyd’s Rep. 353, at p. 

366. 
60

 Record p.58. 
61

 Record p.30. 

https://www.i-law.com/ilaw/doc/xref.htm?citation_dest=LLR:1977020353
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D. Ningbo nomination is invalid 

30. CLAIMANT gave RESPONDENT I time to nominate a valid nomination port until 1200H LT 20 

October 2016, yet, the nomination of Ningbo is made at 21 October 2016.
62

 CLAIMANT clearly 

stated that if RESPONDENT I does not nominate a valid port until that time, it will be considered 

that it is in renunciation of the charterparty. Therefore, the nomination is invalid and 

RESPONDENT I is in breach of the charterparty. Without prejudice to our previous arguments, if 

this nomination is held to be valid, than additional freight can be demanded by CLAIMANT.
63

 

III. CLAIMANT IS ENTITLED TO DEMAND DAMAGES FOR DETENTION 

31. RESPONDENT I, by failing to nominate a discharge port, prevented laytime to start and demurrage 

to accrue (A), therefore CLAIMANT is entitled to demand damages for detention (B). 

A. Laytime did not start, therefore demurrage did not accrue because of RESPONDENT I’s 

failure to nominate a valid discharge port 

32. In order for laytime to start, the ship must be an arrived ship
64

 and the notice of readiness must be 

tendered. The statements of notice of readiness must be accurate and contain that the ship is arrived 

and ready to discharge, unless otherwise accepted by the charterers
65

 or their agents.
66

 

33. These conditions could not be fulfilled by CLAIMANT due to RESPONDENT I’s breach of the 

contract. The ship is outside port limits of Singapore, therefore cannot be considered as an arrived 

ship.  Thus, the laytime did not start to run, and as a result, CLAIMANT was not able to earn 

demurrage. Because laytime/demurrage clauses cannot be applied due to RESPONDENT I’s failure 

                                                 
62

 Record p.64, Memorandum for Claimant, para.21. 
63

 Record p.22, 49. Invoice, rate shall be applied as stated in the cl 19 of Voyage Charterparty. 
64

 Feoso (Singapore) Pte Ltd v Faith Maritime Company Limited [2003] 3 SLR (R) 556, “For a vessel to be an “arrived 

ship”, not only must the vessel have arrived at the destination specified in the head charter, she must be both physically 

and legally ready to discharge her cargo.” 
65

 Sofial SA v Ove SkouRederi (the HelleSkou)[1976] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 205. 
66

 Ocean Prime Maritime Ltd Partnership v Qingsao Ocean Shipping Co [2007] EWHC 2796 (Comm); [2008] 1 

Lloyd’s Rep 511. 
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to nominate discharge port,
67

 RESPONDENT I is obliged to compensate damages for detention for 

CLAIMANT’s lost time.
68

 Thereby, CLAIMANT is entitled to demand the damages for detention. 

B. Damages for detention have to be calculated by reference to the rate of demurrage  

34. There are not any rates set forth in the Voyage Charterparty for damages for detention. The 

demurrage rate specified in the charterparty
69

 can be used for damages during the period of 

detention.
70

 In The Woodlands,
71

 demurrage rate was used for calculation of damages for detention 

and additionally sum of daily bunker consumption was awarded. Therefore, CLAIMANT is entitled 

to damages for detention in the rate of demurrage and additional bunker costs per day.
72

 

IV. CLAIMANT IS ENTITLED TO EXERCISE LIEN OVER THE CARGO ON BOARD 

A. The B/L constitutes a contract of carriage between the Shipper and the Shipowner 

35. CLAIMANT has the right to exercise lien over the cargo on board shipped by RESPONDENT II 

for the total amount of the unpaid freight by the RESPONDENT I together with detention expenses 

and other expenses occurring. This contractual right having an impact on RESPONDENT II arises 

from clause 19(a)
73

 of the Voyage Charterparty even though the Shipper is not a party to the 

contract but the lawful holder of the B/L.
74

 

36. The B/L constitutes a contract of carriage between the carrier (Shipowner) and the shipper 

RESPONDENT II.
75

  Under Singapore and English Laws, if the charterparty incorporated to the 

                                                 
67

 Ogden v. Graham [1861] 1 B. & S. 773. 
68

 Aktieselskabet Olive Bank v Dans Fabrik [1919] 2 K.B. 162; Gatoil International Inc v Tradax Petroleum Ltd (The 

Rio Sun), LMN 127, 13 September 1984 [1985] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 350; Heinrich Hanno Co BV v Fairlight Shipping Co 

Ltd; Hanse Schiffahrtskontor GmbH v Andre SA (The Kostas K), LMN 135, 3 January 1985[1985] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 231; 

Zim Israel Navigation Co Ltd v Tradax Export SA (The Timna)   [1971] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 91 (CA), “where a charterer fails 

to nominate a port of discharge, he is prima facie liable in damages.” 
69

 Record p.22. 
70

 Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers Ltd v Huddardt Parker Industries Ltd [1989] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 342 at 345; The 

Continental Reliance, SMA 2366 [1987] (Busch, Cederholm, Preusch) 
71

 SMA 2886 (1992) (Mossberg, Arnold, Nelson). 
72

 Record p.22, Demurrage rate: USD 140k PDPR / HDWTS BENDS, bunker costs: USD 2000 as stated in the Record 

52 to 70. 
73

 Record p.31, the “COAL-OREVOY” Standard Coal and Ore Charter Party -head voyage charterparty-. 
74

 The Epic [2000] SGCA 28,  p.29. 
75

 Feoso (Singapore) Pte Ltd v Faith Maritime Co Ltd, [2003] SGCA 34; Record pp.24, 25; The SLS Everest [1981] 2 

Lloyd´s Rep 389, 391-92 (CA). 
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B/L is not clearly stated or not stated at all, it does not mean that the incorporation is void.
76

 The 

general words of incorporation are enough to make the lien clause a term of a bill of lading.
77

 In 

addition, on the reverse side B/L clearly states that the “all terms and conditions, liberties and 

exceptions of the Charter Party” are incorporated to constitute a contract of carriage between the 

Shipowner and Shipper. 
78

 

37. Although IMLAM was not a party to the dispute, it is also the Shipowner´s business interest to end 

the dispute. The Vessel will be free of cargo and be ready to deploy again, some of the crew 

members are in need of help and also the master face en masse resignations.
79

 

B. The charterparty incorporated to the B/L is Voyage Charterparty 

38. Even if the charterparty incorporated to B/L is left blank, in the charterparty chain the incorporated 

contract can only be Voyage Charterparty
80

 since it is the most appropriate contract of carriage that 

is to be incorporated rather than the Time Charterparty or the Sub-Voyage Charterparty.
81

 

39. First, voyage charters are more apposite than the time charters to be a contract of carriage by the 

nature of their terms.
82

 If there is more than one charterparty, the head charterparty will be 

incorporated because the Shipowner is party to that contract.
83

 However, when the head 

charterparty in the chain is a time charterparty, the reasoning shifts to head voyage charterparty.
84

 

Because, the head voyage is at the top of the hierarchy as the court upheld in The San Nicholas, and 

also as stated in the SLS Everest, as a contract of carriage voyage charters are more akin to be 

incorporated to a bill of lading. In addition to these authorities, in The Heidberg,
85

 the court held 

                                                 
76

 Scrutton on Charterparties, The Garbis [1982] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 283, 287; The Ikariada [1999] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 365, 372; 

The San Nicholas [1976] 1 Lloyd´s Rep 8, 12 (CA); The SLS Everest [1981] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 389, 391-92. 
77

 Feoso (Singapore) Pte Ltd v Faith Maritime Co Ltd, [2003] SGCA 34, p. 33; The Miramar [1984] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 129 

(HL); The “Trade Resolve” [1999] SGHC 109. 
78

 The SLS Everest [1981] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 389, 391-92 (CA). p.3. 
79

 Record p.37. 
80

 The “Epic”, [2000] SGCA 28 p.32; The SLS Everest [1981] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 389, 391-92 (CA). 
81

 The SLS Everest [1981] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 389, 391-92 (CA). 
82

 The SLS Everest [1981] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 389, 391-92 (CA). 
83

 The San Nicholas [1976] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 8. 
84

 The SLS Everest [1981] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 389, 391-92 (CA). 
85

 The Heidberg[1994] 2 Lloyd´s Rep 287, 308. 
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that commercially more suitable charter must be incorporated to the B/L. In our case this 

charterparty can only be the Standard Coal and Ore Charter Party, since the cargo on board is coal.  

40. Furthermore, on the face of the B/L, it is written under the special instructions that the “freight 

(is)payable as per charterparty”
86

 by pointing a specific charterparty. The word “freight” on the 

B/L is used to be a reference to Voyage Charterparty given that freight commercially means the 

amount payable for the carriage of cargo under voyage charterparties.
87

 For these reasons it is 

Voyage Charterparty incorporated to the B/L and as long as Voyage Charterparty is incorporated to 

the B/L the lien clause of that contract will be a term of the B/L.
88

 

C. Since the physical possession of the cargo belongs to IMLAM, IMLAM is entitled to 

exercise the lien over cargo for the benefit of the CLAIMANT 

41. Whilst CLAIMANT exercising lien over cargo on board, it will be the Shipowner exercising its 

right over the cargo for the benefit of its charterers arising from the valid incorporation of Voyage 

Charterparty to the B/L. This stems from the fact that the lien on cargo is possessory in nature and 

“IMLAM” is the only one to use this right by maintaining the physical possession of the cargo.
89

  

Even though RESPONDENT II does not owe any contractual hire or costs to the Shipowner, 

“IMLAM” may seek remedies for the benefit of his charterers as their trustee.
90

 First, CLAIMANT 

fulfilled its obligations to the Shipowner and paid hire promptly
91

 and it is also the Shipowner´s 

benefit to secure its future monetary claims to the charterers.  

42. Furthermore, Time Charterparty cl.23
92

 gives the Shipowner the right to seek remedies for the 

benefit of its charterers by stating “the owners shall also have a lien over any..., as well as over any 

sums due and/or payable to the Charterers under any sub-charterparties”. 

                                                 
86

 Record p.43. 
87

 Itex Itagrani Export S.A. v. Care Shipping Corporation and Others (The Cebu) (No.2) [1990] (QB), p.6. 
88

 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd , [2015] SGHC 311, p.10. 
89

 Feoso (Singapore) Pte Ltd v Faith Maritime Co Ltd, [2003] SGCA 34, p. 42. 
90

 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd , [2015] SGHC 311, p.X; Castleton Commodities Shipping Company 

Pte Ltd v Silver Rock Investments [2015] EWHC 2584 (Comm) p.; Xiamen Xindaan Trade Co Ltd v North China 

Shipping Co Ltd [2009] EWHC 588 (“The Michalakis”) at [26]–[27]. 
91

 Record p.34, 35, 36. 
92

 Record p.10. 
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43. Overall, whether a disponent owner can legitimately order their head owner to exercise a lien as 

trustee is found as accurate by the English court in the case of The Michalakis
93

. 

D. The lien exercised by the CLAIMANT is valid and a lawful one 

44. The notice of lien on cargo was sent to the RESPONDENTS via email,
94

 and they are well aware of 

they are in breach of the Voyage Charterparty and the CLAIMANT demanded the total amount of 

unpaid freight and other sums due under Voyage Charterparty consistently and kept updated the 

debtors about the total amount due to CLAIMANT.
95

 On 18 October 2016, CLAIMANT notified 

charterers that they are preparing to have a lien imposed on cargo
96

 as per the terms of the 

Charterparty and the charterparty referred was the COAL-OREVOY Voyage Charterparty.  

45. The demand
97

 for the amount in respect the right of lien to be exercised and the maintenance of the 

continuous and uninterrupted possession of the cargo by the lienor are the two basic requirements 

for the exercise of a valid lien.
98

 First, as explained above, RESPONDENTS were informed by the 

CLAIMANT for the total amount requested. As for the second requirement, although the 

CLAIMANT does not have the physical possession of the cargo but the Shipowner has, the 

Shipowner´s assistance was taken as to not to discharge of the cargo on board and for the retention 

of continuous possession.
99

 

V. CLAIMANT IS ENTITLED TO DECIDE NOT TO DISCHARGE THE CARGO ON 

BOARD BY DIRECTING THE MASTER UNDER TIME CHARTERPARTY  

46. The time charterers are able to give instructions to the master as to commercial use of the vessel 

since the vessel is under the complete commercial control of the charterers. The Time Charterer can 

                                                 
93

Xiamen Xindaan Trade Co Ltd v North China Shipping Co Ltd [2009] EWHC 588 (The Michalakis) at [26]–[27]. 

Good summary of the court’s ruling and what is mentioned above can be cited from Voyage Charters. 
94

 Record p.65. 
95

 Record, p.52, 53, 54. 
96

In the present case, the Tribunal must grant to liberty CLAIMANT to sell the cargo on board in order to preserve the 

“assets”. The right of lien over the cargo is an “asset” which is preserved pursuant to s 12A4 of the IAA. 
97

The law was authoritatively set out by Scrutton L.J. in Albemarle Supply Co. Ltd. v. Hind & Co [1928] 1 K.B. 307, at 

p. 318. In the case of Santiren Shipping Ltd. v. Unimarine S.A. (The Chrysovalandou Dyo), (QB) [1981] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 

159, the court held that the initial failure make ant demand does not mean that the situation is incapable of being 

remedied. The ruling also has been followed by London Arbitration, 17/91 (L.M.L.N. 307).  
98

 Voyage Charters para.17.23. 
99

 Record p.36. 
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direct the Master and decide whether or not the cargo on board will be discharged. Under the Time 

Charterparty cl. 1(b)
100

, CLAIMANT has the right to direct and employ the Vessel and the Master 

shall be under the orders and directions of the Time Charterer. In addition, Time Charterparty cl. 

8(a)
101

 gives charterers complete power to order the master as regards employment and agency. 

47. In conventional understanding the lien on cargo means “a defence available to one in possession of 

a claimant’s goods who is entitled at common law or by contract to retain possession until he is 

paid whatever he is owed”.
102

 Without prejudice to our previous claims, the lien exercised by 

“IMLAM” for the benefit of CLAIMANT is not the same as the conventional understanding, but 

similar to the definition put forward by the court in Five Ocean.
103

 Even if the RESPONDENTS 

alleged that the detention of the cargo is unlawful, CLAIMANT fully performed its obligations to 

the Shipowner, and it is under CLAIMANT´s initiative to give order of not to discharge the cargo 

on board under the Time Charterparty by creating “similar but not identical right” to lien
104

 until 

the RESPONDENTS pay the freight. The order of not discharging the cargo is an order as to 

employment
105

 of the Vessel, targeted to the economic aspect of the operation of the Vessel which 

the Master must follow.
106

 

VI. CLAIMANT IS ENTITLED TO DEMAND SUB-FREIGHT PAYABLE BY 

RESPONDENT II 

48. As comprehensively explained above,
107

 RESPONDENT I failed to make payment to CLAIMANT 

alleging they themselves had not been paid by RESPONDENT II. Since RESPONDENT I insisted 

on non-payment and breached its obligations under the Voyage Charterparty, CLAIMANT by way 

of self-help, exercised its right to demand the payment of freight under the B/L to be made directly 

                                                 
100

 Record p.1. 
101

 Record p.3. 
102

 Santiren Shipping Ltd. v. Unimarine S.A. (The ChrysovalandouDyo), (QB). [1981] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 159 p.7. 
103

 Five Ocean Corporation v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd , [2015] SGHC 311, p.22; as “A contractual lien is in the nature of 

security and may be defined as a right to retain possession of goods or documents belonging to another until all claims 

against that other are satisfied”. 
104

 Castleton Commodities Shipping Company Pte Ltd v Silver Rock Investments [2015] EWHC 2584 (Comm) p.9. 
105

 Record p.3; Time Charterparty cl.8 (a) 
106

 The Hill Harmony [2001] 1 Lloyd’s Rep, p. 147 (HL) 
107

Memorandum for Claimant, para.20. 
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to itself with a notice sent to RESPONDENT II on 20 October 2016.
108

 CLAIMANT is entitled to 

demand payment since the freight is to be paid to CLAIMANT under the B/L (A), CLAIMANT 

sent a valid notice to exercise its right to intercept the freight payment (B), and RESPONDENT II 

had not yet paid the freight to RESPONDENT I (C). 

A. The B/L freight is to be paid to CLAIMANT 

49. Although CLAIMANT is not a party to the B/L, the B/L freight is to be paid to CLAIMANT. By 

the Time Charterparty, Shipowner authorized CLAIMANT to collect freight under the B/L (a), the 

B/L incorporated the terms of the Voyage Charterparty regarding the payment of freight to be made 

to CLAIMANT (b), and CLAIMANT had promptly paid the hire payment to Shipowner(c).   

a. Shipowner authorized CLAIMANT to collect freight 

50. Under owner’s bills, in which the Shipowner is the contractual carrier, shipowner is the party whom 

the payment of freight is to be made.
109

 However, shipowner, by the power of cl. 8 of NYPE Time 

Charterparty
110

 can allow the time charterer to collect freight under the bill of lading.
111

 In the 

present case, although Shipowner is the carrier under the B/L,
112

 by the cl. 8 of the Time 

Charterparty Shipowner is obliged to allow CLAIMANT to collect the B/L freight.
113

 Therefore, 

Shipowner cannot intercept the payment of freight and direct the payment to be made to itself 

                                                 
108

 Record p.66. 
109

 Tagart, Beaton & Co v Fisher & Sons [1903] 1KB 391; The Spiros C [2000] 2 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 319; Time 

Charters 30.68. 
110

 NYPE cl.8. Performance of Voyages (a) Subject to Clause 38 (Slow Steaming) the Master shall perform the voyages 

with due despatch and shall render all customary assistance with the Vessel’s crew. The Master shall be conversant with 

the English language and (although appointed by the Owners) shall be under the orders and directions of the Charterers 

as regards employment and agency; and the Charterers shall perform all cargo handling, including but not limited to 

loading, stowing, trimming, lashing, securing, dunnaging, unlashing, discharging, and tallying, at their risk and expense, 

under the supervision of the Master. (b) If the Charterers shall have reasonable cause to be dissatisfied with the conduct 

of the Master or officers, the Owners shall, on receiving particulars of the complaint, investigate the same, and, if 

necessary, make a change in appointments. 
111

 The Bulk Chile [2013] 2 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 38; Tagart, Beaton & Co v Fisher & Sons [1903] 1KB 391; The Spiros C 

[2000] 2 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 319; Cascade Shipping Inc v Eka Jaya Agencies (Pte) Ltd [1993] 1 SLR 980, [1993] SGCA 

7; Time Charters 30.69. 
112

 Memorandum for Claimant, para.36. 
113

 Record p.3. 
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instead of the CLAIMANT, unless the hire payment is not made promptly.
114

 In the present case 

hire payment has been made promptly and CLAIMANT is therefore authorized to collect freight.  

b. Freight is payable as per the Voyage Charterparty to CLAIMANT 

51. When a bill of lading notes ‘freight payable as per charterparty’, all terms on payment of freight in 

the incorporated charterparty become a part of the bill of lading.
115

 The written fixture recap, as a 

part of the charterparty is also incorporated to the bill of lading as long as it clearly sets the terms of 

the charterparty
116

 and makes reference to a written charterparty.
117

 In the present case, the fixture 

recap is sent by e-mail,
118

 thus is in a written form and it was sent attached to the referenced 

standard form charterparty.
119

 Therefore, the fixture recap is part of the Voyage Charterparty. 

52. Given that the Voyage Charterparty is incorporated into the B/L, cl.19 of the fixture recap 

designates the party to which the payment of bill of lading freight is to be made.
120

 The clause 

requires the payment to be made to CLAIMANT’s bank account and gives the details of the 

account.
121

 The B/L incorporates not only the freight rate in the Voyage Charterparty, but also the 

details of place and mode of payment such as the nominated account become a part of the B/L.
122

 

Since the bank account which the freight is payable is CLAIMANT’s account, the B/L freight is to 

be paid to CLAIMANT.  

c. CLAIMANT promptly made the hire payment to Shipowner 

                                                 
114

 Cascade Shipping Inc v Eka Jaya Agencies (Pte) Ltd [1993] 1 SLR 980, [1993] SGCA 7; Tagart, Beaton & Co v 

Fisher & Sons [1903] 1KB 391; The Spiros C [2000] 2 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 319; Time Charters 30.70. 
115

 Memorandum for Claimant, para.40. 
116

The Petr Schmidt [1995] 1 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 202; The Channel Ranger [2014] 1 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 337; 

 Bills of Lading Incorporating Charterparties pp.64,65. 
117

 ibid. 
118

 Record p.20. 
119

 Record Procedural Order No.3 p.3. 
120

 Record p.22. 
121

 Record p.22: Payment: 100 % FRT to be paid within five (5) banking days after completion of loading and 

signing/releasing B/Ls marked ‘freight payable as per charter party’ and rcpt of owners’ FRT INV, but in any case 

BBB. In case CHTRS require ‘freight prepaid’ B/Ls, remittance confirmation will be advised to the owners and FRT 

prepaid B/Ls to be issued without delay. FRT TAX FOR CHRTS ACCOUNT Owners’ Remittance Details:Bank : 

Big Wealthy Bank, Singapore Branch Account No. : 6110-002-189 Swift Code : SGGSXXCG Quote : GG0109. 
122

 The Indian Reliance [1997] 1 Lloyd’s Law Rep. 52; Time Charters 30.77; Voyage Charters 13.41 
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53. Despite being party to the bill of lading, shipowner can demand the payment to be made to itself 

instead of the charterer only when the time charterer fails to make hire payment.
123

 As long as the 

hire payment is made promptly, the shipowner cannot make a claim and intervene the freight 

payment to be made to the charterer.
124

 Yet, a shipowner may choose to use its own right to 

intercept the B/L freight as the contractual carrier, in order to help the charterer get its payment 

from a sub-charterer.
125

  

54. CLAIMANT has duly made all due hire payments,
126

 and Shipowner in its e-mail stated “As long 

as hire is paid promptly, we will leave matters to you”.
127

 Therefore, Shipowner does not have a 

right or any intention to demand payment of freight to be made to itself or to anyone else other than 

CLAIMANT. Instead, Shipowner expressed that they will leave matters to CLAIMANT which 

supports CLAIMANT’s authority to directly demand the payment of B/L freight. So, CLAIMANT 

has all the right to demand the payment of the B/L freight to be made to itself. 

B. CLAIMANT sent a valid notice on 20 October 2016 to demand payment of freight 

55. In order to lawfully intercept the freight, a valid notice has to be sent to the freight-debtor.
128

 On 20 

October 2016, CLAIMANT sent a notice to RESPONDENT II, demanding the payment of freight 

to be made directly to CLAIMANT
129

. Although this notice was sent under a heading stating 

“notice of lien on sub-freight”, it can still serve as a notice to intervene the payment of freight to be 

made to RESPONDENT I and demand payment to be made to CLAIMANT.
130

 The right to lien on 

sub-freight is exercised in cases when the B/L freight is owed to a party other than the claimant.
131

 

So, when the claimed debt is actually due to the claimant, it can directly demand payment and does 
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not need to exercise a lien.
132

 In the present case, since CLAIMANT is the party which the B/L 

freight is to be paid, there is no need to exercise a lien on sub-freight. Instead, CLAIMANT directly 

demands what is payable to itself.  

a. Notice on sub-freight can serve as a notice to intercept B/L freight 

56. There is considerable case law in which a notice of lien on sub-freight was sent instead of claiming 

the B/L freight, since these two claims are quite similar in nature.
133

 It was held in those cases that 

the way taken by the claimant does not matter, as long as the result can be achieved.
134

 

Accordingly, when CLAIMANT sent a notice of lien on sub-freight, since it already has the right to 

freight under the B/L, the name given in the headings does not actually matter and CLAIMANT can 

demand payment of B/L freight with the notice served.  

b. Requirements of a valid notice of interception to B/L freight have been fulfilled 

57. There are no special form requirements for this notice to intercept the B/L freight. It would be 

sufficient that the B/L holders are put on notice that they are required to pay the amount to the one 

which earned the freight under the B/L.
135

 In the present case, a notice has been sent to 

RESPONDENT II by CLAIMANT, demanding the sub-freight payable to RESPONDENT I to be 

paid directly to CLAIMANT.
136

 

c. Requirements of a valid notice under the Voyage Charterparty have been fulfilled 

58. Under the B/L, cl. 28 of the incorporated Voyage Charterparty, required the notices to be made in 

writing and includes e-mail as a valid way of giving notice.
137

 Therefore the notice sent on 26 

October 2016 serves as a valid notice for directly claiming the B/L freight.  

C. RESPONDENT II had not yet paid the freight to RESPONDENT I 

59. In order to intercept the freight, the most crucial criterion is that the payment should not have yet 

been made to the sub-charterer by the freight-debtor at the time the notice is given.
138

 In the present 
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case, RESPONDENT II had not made the freight payment to RESPONDENT I even after the notice 

was given.
139

 So, CLAIMANT had the right to demand the B/L freight to be made directly to itself, 

instead of RESPONDENT I. 

D. CLAIMANT may ask for the payment of the amount of sub-freight for B/L freight 

60. The amount of sub-freight is usually different from the amount of bill of lading freight. However 

when demanding the direct payment of bill of lading freight, the party which the bill of lading 

freight is to be made can demand the amount of sub-freight to be paid to itself instead.
140

 Therefore, 

CLAIMANT has rightfully demanded the amount of sub-freight to be paid to itself.  

E. RESPONDENT II insisted on non-payment after the notice 

61. With the notice, a valid interception to B/L freight has been exercised by CLAIMANT, therefore 

RESPONDENT II could only perform its obligation to pay the freight by making the payment to 

CLAIMANT. Yet, upon receiving the notice demanding the freight payment to be made to 

CLAIMANT directly, if the party receiving the notice is not sure whether the freight should be paid 

to the that party or the charterer with whom it concluded the charterparty, it can interplead and pay 

the money into court.
141

 However, RESPONDENT II chose not to take any steps to make any 

payment to CLAIMANT or to the court until this day and denied CLAIMANT’s right arising from 

the notice.
142

 Therefore, CLAIMANT kindly requests from the Tribunal for the amount of sub-

freight to be assessed and paid to CLAIMANT and the declaration that the demand for payment of 

sub-freight was a valid and lawful one.  

VII. ORDER OF SALE OF THE CARGO ON BOARD BY THE TRIBUNAL SHALL BE 

DEEMED AS JUST AND NECESSARY 

A. Granting liberty to sell the cargo on board is the only adequate solution 
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62. The holder of a lien had exercised two functions of right to lien over the cargo. The first one was 

that the claimant directed the vessel not to unload the cargo and the second one was that the rights 

of lien had been transformed into “right to the proceeds of sale of the cargo”. As in Five Ocean v 

Cingler Ship case where no reasonably available alternative remedial response, ordering liberty to 

sell of the cargo on board shall be deemed as only effective and adequate option to obtain unpaid 

freight is the entitlement to the proceeds of sale for CLAIMANT. 

B. Conditions of necessity and urgency are satisfied for sale of cargo on board 

63. Section 12.1.i of IAA gives jurisdiction and power to the Tribunal to order any party for an interim 

injunction or any other interim measure. In addition to Article 12.1.i giving power of ordering the 

sale of cargo, in compliance with the Supreme Court of Judicature Act
143

 on interim preservation of 

property CLAIMANT is entitled to sell the cargo where the subject-matter of an action is a 

moveable property and has a perishable nature or is likely to deteriorate if kept or if for any other 

good reason it is desirable to sell forthwith. In the present case, the subject-matter is coal which is 

movable, perishable, self-ignitable and explosive property, thus the coal directly fits with the 

requirements of the RSC 1970.  

64. Furthermore, the ratio legis of Order 29 r 4 assumes that where the goods are perishable or likely to 

deteriorate if kept, the value of movable goods would be declined over time. Since Order 29 r 4 is 

similar to 12A4, the mentioned ratio legis fits squarely into the intention behind 12A4 and 12 (1)(d) 

of IAA which aim to preserve the value of cargo. 

65. Parties of Voyage Charterparty agreed on the transportation of coal in bulk and the quality of steam 

coal was determined as Anthracite.
144

 However the cargo on board is steam coal identified as Sub-

bituminious the quality of which is lower than Anthracite.
145

 Therefore the amount that shall be 

acquired from the sale of cargo will be lower than the one to be gained from the sale of Anthracite. 
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66. Even if the quality of cargo is categorized as high-quality steam coal called Anthracite in the joint 

expert report, dated 3 December 2016, the Chinese coal market has been falling in line with 

electricity prices since Spring 2011.
146

 Even though more recent prices have risen 9.85% between 4 

October 2016 and 30 November 2016 according to the benchmark Newcastle NSW Australia price 

which serves the Asia/Pac coal market, the global trend is descending at the moment.
147

 

67. As stated in the joint expert report, the best case scenario sale price for the cargo might be 

USD37.86 giving a best case scenario cargo value of USD3,180,241.97 calculated for 

84,000.052MT of steam coal in bulk with 37% total moisture. However non-distressed cargo mid-

value price is estimated as USD35.40 with premium for 37% to 30.1% moisture and using 

USD35.40 per metric tonne(PMT) the non-distressed cargo value shall be USD2,973,601.84. In 

addition to all the above based on 5%, 10% and 15% of discount factors, the price is descending to 

USD33.63, USD31.86 and USD30.09 PMT respectively with the fact that distress of cargo might 

exist. Therefore the value of cargo could range from USD2,824,921.75, USD2,676,241.66 to 

USD2,527,561.56 for 82,000.052MT. 

68. Moreover, the vessel is drifting outside of Singapore in international waters and this time of year 

coincides with the monsoon season. The monsoon season is associated with heavy rainfall, 

powerful winds and high humidity which destroy the chemical composition of coal and entails to 

reduce the value of coal. This climatic condition is exacerbating the already abysmal situation. In 

additionally, according to a report from the master, the vessel has been kept adrift open seas for 

more than 20 days, there is a lack of fresh food, clean water, medical supplies and serious hygiene 

issues. Under these circumstances, the master and crew cannot meticulously take care of the cargo. 

Herewith, they cannot properly handle the hazardous condition of the cargo. The crews are 

extremely concerned that the cargo may self-ignite and explode. Furthermore, CLAIMANT 

assumed that the vessel was chartered for transportation of anthracite. However, as mentioned 

above, it is realized that qualification of the Cargo in question is Sub-bituminous, not Anthracite. 
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This identification of the cargo is crucial because anthracite does not ignite easily, whereas Sub-

bituminous coal is much more prone to self-ignition.148 As a consequence, CLAIMANT is facing a 

very hazardous and desperate situation in the middle of open seas. 

69. Finally, an interim measure—in this case sale of cargo—shall not prejudge on the substance. 

However demand of liberty to sell the cargo by CLAIMANT should not be deemed as a result of 

CLAIMANT’s demand stated in the notice of arbitration. By the sale of cargo CLAIMANT, as a 

guarantee, only seeks for maintaining the value of the warranty acquired by establishing lien over 

cargo. Therefore, demanding for liberty to sell the cargo shall be remain as an interim measure and 

shall not be considered as an award which is a judgement on the substance. The claims set forth in 

the notice of arbitration by CLAIMANT and ordering liberty to sell the cargo do not have the 

attributes of an award and will not be a prejudgment on the substance. 

VIII. COSTS AND EXPENSES RELATED TO SALE OF CARGO ON BOARD AND 

EXERCISING LIEN 

A. Costs of the arbitration and interests on sale of cargo 

70. An arbitral tribunal has power to make an award or order of costs of the proceedings, including the 

arbitral proceedings against any party
149

. Moreover, an arbitral tribunal may award costs, including 

costs of arbitration, legal costs and simple or compound interest from such date, at such rate and 

with such rest as the arbitral tribunal considers appropriate
150

. Where an award directs a sum to be 

paid, that sum shall, unless the award otherwise directs, carry interest as from the date of the award 

and at the same rate as a judgment debt
151

.  

71. Furthermore, SCMA Rule 41 declares that “Costs of the arbitration shall include a. the fees and 

expenses of the Tribunal; and b. the costs of expert advice or of other assistance rendered.” 

Additionally, The Tribunal has power to order in its award that all or part of the legal or other costs 
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of one party shall be paid by the other party
152

. Accordingly, CLAIMANT demands that all costs 

and interests, as an award for various reliefs mentioned above, shall be paid by RESPONDENTs on 

the basis as the arbitral tribunal deems fit . 

B. Costs and expenses incurred as a result of the exercise of the lien 

72. CLAIMANT seeks an indemnity in respect of any and all costs, claims, damages, losses and 

expenses whatsoever incurred as a result of the exercise of lien. According to Metall Market, since 

CLAIMANT is entitled to claim for the expenses resulting from exercise of the lien, the court of 

appeal held that CLAIMANT could recover the costs whilst exercising a lien for security
153

. Hence, 

RESPONDENTS are obliged to pay all costs, losses and expenses whatever incurred as a 

consequence of the exercise of lien over the cargo. 

REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

For the reasons set out above, CLAIMANT requests that the Tribunal: 

a) award that Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear CLAIMANT’s pleadings on damages arising 

from the breach of the contract and sale of cargo; 

b) award CLAIMANT freight/sub-freight in the sum of USD771,120.48; 

c) award that CLAIMANT is entitled to exercise a lien over the cargo and sub-freight, and 

exercise of the lien over the cargo and sub-freight is lawful; 

d) award for all costs, claims, damages, losses and expenses incurred as a result of their lien; 

e) award interest and cost on such amount and at such rate and for such period as the Arbitral 

Tribunal deems fit; 

f) award damages for detention and further damages which continue to accrue on a daily basis; 

g) award further or other relief as the Tribunal considers fit. 
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